PERSONAL SAFETY

A listing of materials available at the Justice Institute Library

GENERAL BOOKS


Dangerous Personalities:  An FBI Profiler Shows How to Identify and Protect Yourself from Harmful People by Joe Navarro.  Emmaus, PA:  Rodale.  (HV 7431 N38 2014)


PERSONAL SAFETY


Stalkers and Their Victims by Paul E. Mullen, Michele Pathé, and Rosemary Purcell. New York, NY: Cambridge University Press. (HV 6594 M85 2009)
PERSONAL SAFETY


Talking Back to Sexual Pressure: What to Say...To Resist Persuasion...To Avoid Disease...To Stop Harassment...To Avoid Acquaintance Rape by Elizabeth Powell. Minneapolis, MN: CompCare Publishers. (HQ 31 P79 1991) Provides advice and specific skills for asserting and protecting your sexual rights, including what to say and do in uncomfortable or potentially dangerous situations, and where to get and give help.

Total Awareness: A Woman’s Safety Book by Darren and Beth Laur. Victoria, BC: Sono Nis Press. (HV 6250.4 W65 L287 1999)


GENERAL DVDs

D743 Caught in the Web (DVD, 49 minutes) With testimony from victims, leading world psychologists and top police commanders, this documentary looks at the crucial challenges of a new face of crime in the 21st century. We see how the Internet fuelled an explosion of child abuse, how police are racing to learn new CSI-type techniques to find the children displayed in abuse images that are flooding the web, and how young people can be empowered so that they can turn the tables on the predators and reclaim the Internet as a safe global neighborhood for all. (Kinetic Video) (HQ 471 C289 2007)

Related Subject Headings:
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Self defense
Verbal self defense
Violence - Prevention